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Abstract
We examine a network upgrade problem for cost flows. A budget can be distributed among the
arcs of the network. An investment on each single arc can be used either to decrease the arc flow
cost, or to increase the arc capacity, or both. The goal is to maximize the flow through the network
while not exceeding bounds on the budget and on the total flow cost.
The problems are NP-hard even on series-parallel graphs. We provide an approximation algorithm
on series-parallel graphs which, for arbitrary δ, ε > 0, produces a solution which exceeds the bounds
on the budget and the flow cost by factors of at most 1 + δ and 1 + ε, respectively, while the amount
of flow is at least that of an optimum solution. The running time of the algorithm is polynomial in the
input size and 1/(δε). In addition we give an approximation algorithm on general graphs applicable
to problem instances with small arc capacities.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and related work
Weighted graphs can be used to model a wide range of problems, e.g., in the area of
transportation, logistics, and telecommunication. While the underlying instances are static,
realistic applications often admit local improvements instead of re-implementing the whole
network. This leads to the area of network upgrade problems. All these problems have in
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common that investing a budget on parts of the graph allows to change weightings on the
graph elements while the topological structure of the graph remains untouched.
Popular models in the area of network upgrade problems are the node upgrade model,
where upgrading a node decreases the length of all incident edges [5,6,10], and the edge
upgrade model, where upgrading an edge decreases its length [8,11]. In [7] the authors
investigate a cost flow problem where a budget invested on the arcs can be used to increase
the capacity of that arcs. Given a flow value F , the goal is to compute an upgrade strategy
of minimum cost such that the resulting network admits a flow of at least F . The authors
give a fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPAS) on series-parallel graphs.
In this paper we investigate a cost flow problem where the budget can be used to de-
crease the unit flow costs or to increase the capacity of arcs independently.
We provide some hardness results (Section 3) and give an approximation algorithm
on series-parallel graphs in the spirit of an FPAS (Sections 4, 5). Section 6 contains an
approximation algorithm on general graphs, that can be applied to instances with small
arc capacities. In Section 7, we evolve a combined problem—decreasing flow costs and
increasing capacities simultaneously—which turns out to be solvable within essentially
the same running time as the initial problem of decreasing flow costs.
2. Preliminaries and problem formulation
A flow cost problem is defined by a directed graph G = (V ,R) with arc capacities u
and arc costs c. An arc function x is called a (feasible) flow from s to t (s, t ∈ V ), if
0  x(r)  u(r) for each arc r , and for each node v ∈ V \ {s, t} the inflow equals the
outflow. The flow value F(x) is given by the net outflow of node s. The cost of a flow x is
given by
∑
r∈R c(r)x(r).
We model a scenario where the flow costs can be decreased by investing a budget on
the arcs. To this end, we are given a price function p and a discount function d on the set
of arcs. An investment on the graph is described by an arc function y with the following
meaning: An investment of y(r) units on arc r costs y(r)p(r), while the flow cost reduce
from c(r)x(r) to (c(r) − y(r)d(r))x(r). An additional arc function cmin specifies a lower
bound on the flow costs.
Naturally, we have the following restrictions on the functions: u, c > 0, c > cmin, 0 <
d  c − cmin, and (c − cmin) mod d = 0. These restrictions are without loss of generality:
The case c(r) = 0 can be modeled by setting c(r) = d(r) = 1 and p(r) = 0. If c(r) =
cmin(r), this means that the flow costs cannot be lowered; this can be modeled by setting
p(r) to some large constant which exceeds the available budget. The same applies to the
case d(r) = 0.
Definition 2.1 (FCLP). An instance of the flow cost lowering problem (FCLPF) is given by
a directed graph G = (V ,R) with terminals s, t ∈ V and functions u, c, cmin,p, d :R → N0
restricted as noted above. Further, we are given constants B,C ∈ N as limits on the upgrade
budget and the flow cost, respectively.
The goal is to find a solution σ = (x, y), specified by a feasible integral flow x and an
integral upgrade strategy y on the arcs, such that
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(1) (upgrade investment) B(σ) :=∑r∈R y(r)p(r) B ,
(2) (flow cost) C(σ) :=∑r∈R(c(r)− y(r)d(r))x(r) C,
(3) (flow value) F(σ) := F(x) is maximized.
The subscript F in FCLPF reminds on the fact that the flow value F is subject to op-
timize. Using a canonical notation for multi-criteria optimization problems [4], FCLPF is
denoted by
(flow value: max, upgrade investment: upper bound, flow cost: upper bound).
A solution σ is called feasible, if B(σ) B and C(σ) C. An approximation algorithm
with performance (α1, α2, α3) is a polynomial running time algorithm, which returns an
almost feasible solution (i.e., a solution with B(σ)  α2 · B and C(σ)  α3 · C) with
F(σ)  1/α1 · F(σ ∗), where σ ∗ is an optimal feasible solution. If there is no feasible
solution, the algorithm is free to provide this information or to return any almost feasible
solution.
If the bound B on the upgrade budget satisfies B = 0, the problem reduces to the clas-
sical minimum cost flow problem. On the other hand, if C = 0, we have the following
situation: In order to use an arc, one must upgrade it until its flow cost vanish. Every other
upgrade amount would waste budget on the arc. Hence the problem reduces to the fixed
cost flow problem [7], which is defined as follows: Given a graph G = (V ,R) with arc ca-
pacities u and arc costs c, find a subset A ⊆ R of arcs of minimum cost c(A)=∑r∈A c(r),
such that the induced graph G[A] admits a given flow value. With these observations, we
assume throughout the paper that B > 0 and C > 0.
For multi-criteria optimization problems, by interchanging bounds and optimization ob-
jective one gets a family of related problems. Results on the hardness carry over to the
related problems. Moreover, for integral objectives as in the case of FCLPF, even approx-
imability factors carry over to related problems by binary search [1,4,9,12]. For bicriteria
problems, related problems are also known as dual problems.
A series-parallel graph is defined by the following rules: The single arc (s, t) is a series-
parallel graph with two terminals, the source s and the target t . For series-parallel graphs
G1,G2 with sources s1, s2 and targets t1, t2, respectively, a new series-parallel graph with
source s1 and target t2 can be obtained by either identifying t1 ≡ s2 (series composition),
or identifying s1 ≡ s2 and t1 ≡ t2 (parallel composition).
For graph G = (V ,R), we use the abbreviations n := |V | and m := |R| where appropri-
ate.
3. Hardness results
In this section we provide lower bounds on the approximability of the problem.
Theorem 3.1 (Non-approximability of FCLPF). For any (polynomial time computable)
function α(n), the existence of an (1,1, α(n))-approximation algorithm for FCLPF on
series-parallel graphs with n nodes implies P = NP.
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Proof. We show the hardness by a reduction from KNAPSACK [3, Problem MP9]. An
instance of KNAPSACK is given by a finite set A = {a1, . . . , ak} of items, each of weight
w(ai)  0 and value v(ai) 0, and two numbers W,V ∈ N. It is NP-complete to decide
whether there is a subset A′ ⊆ A such that w(A′)W and v(A′) V .
Assume there is a (1,1, α)-approximation algorithm for FCLPF. Given an instance
of KNAPSACK, we construct a graph with vertex set {s, t} joined by k parallel arcs. For
item ai , arc ri has capacity u(ri) := v(ai), and price p(ri) := w(ai). Further, for all arcs
set the initial flow cost c(r) := α · V + 1, the minimal flow cost cmin(r) := 1, and the dis-
count d(r) := α · V . Finally, set the flow cost constraint C := V , and the budget constraint
B := W .
We claim that there is a solution of the FCLPF instance with flow value at least V if and
only if there is a solution to the KNAPSACK instance.
Assume that there is a solution of FCLPF with flow value F  V obeying both con-
straints. Let R′ be the set of upgraded arcs, choose A′ to be the corresponding set of
items. Due to the flow cost constraint it is easy to see that the solution of FCLPF uses
only upgraded arcs. Then
∑
a′∈A′ v(a′) =
∑
r ′∈R′ u(r ′)  F  V and
∑
a′∈A′ w(a′) =∑
r ′∈R′ p(r ′) B = W , therefore A′ is a solution for KNAPSACK. Conversely, construct-
ing a solution for FCLPF out of a solution of KNAPSACK is easily achieved by upgrading
the arcs corresponding to the items of the solution.
Since the flow cost of an arc r which is not upgraded exceeds α · V , any (1,1, α)-
approximation algorithm for FCLPF must in fact solve the underlying KNAPSACK problem
exactly. 
Note that the result of Theorem 3.1 implies NP-hardness of FCLPF on series-parallel
graphs, since an (1,1,1)-approximation is equivalent to an exact algorithm.
Theorem 3.2 (Non-approximability of FCLPF). For any ε > 0 and any (polynomial time
computable) function f (n), the existence of a (1, (1 − ε) lnn,f (n))-approximation algo-
rithm for problem (flow value: max, upgrade investment: upper bound, flow cost: upper
bound) on bipartite graphs with n nodes implies NP ⊆ DTIME(NO(log logN)).
Proof. The proof uses a reduction from MINIMUM DOMINATING SET [3, Problem GT2].
An instance of MINIMUM DOMINATING SET is given by a graph G = (V ,E) and a num-
ber K ∈ N. A subset V ′ ⊆ V is called dominating, if each node in V is either contained
in V ′ or adjacent to a node from V ′. It is NP-complete to decide whether G admits a
dominating set of size at most K .
Given an instance G′ = (V ′,E′) of MINIMUM DOMINATING SET with n′ := |V ′|
nodes, construct a graph G with node set V1 ∪ V2 ∪ {s, t}, where each Vi is a copy of V ′.
Insert an arc between v ∈ V1 and w ∈ V2 if and only if w is dominated by v in the original
graph. For each v ∈ V1 insert an arc (s, v) of cost c := f + 1, discount d := f , minimum
cost cmin := 1 and price p := 1. For each w ∈ V2 add an arc (w, t) of capacity u := 1. If
not specified yet, set the capacity on the remaining arcs to u := n′, and the costs and prices
to zero. Notice that the resulting graph is bipartite, and only the arcs incident to s cause
flow costs.
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Observe that due to the capacity constraint, a flow with flow value n′ induces a flow of
value 1 through each of the nodes in layer V2. Therefore the set of vertices in layer V1 with
nonzero flow form a dominating set in the original graph. The cost of the flow is equal to n′
if it does not use an arc incident to s which is not upgraded; otherwise the costs are strictly
larger than f .
Let OPT be the size of a minimum dominating set in the original graph. Perform for
each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} a test Ti as follows: Run the approximation algorithm for FCLPF on
graph G with bound i on the upgrade costs and bound n on the flow costs, and check
whether the resulting flow value is not less than n′.
Assume there is a (1, (1 − ε) lnn,f )-approximation algorithm for FCLPF. Consider
instance TOPT. By our observation, there is a feasible solution for TOPT with flow value n′.
Since the approximation ratio with respect to the flow cost is f , the algorithm must in fact
produce a solution which does not use an arc incident to s which is not upgraded. By the
performance bound on the improvement cost, the algorithm must find a dominating set of
size at most (1 − ε) lnn · OPT. Finally, the resulting flow value is n′.
After performing all tests Ti for i = 1, . . . , n′ and taking the upgrade budget minimal
solution out of those solutions which achieve a flow value of n′, the final solution induces
a dominating set of size at most (1 − ε) lnn · OPT. Observe that the number n of nodes in
the constructed graph satisfies n = 2n′ + 2. If n′ is large enough (this depends solely on
ε), there is an ε′ > 0 such that (1 − ε) lnn  (1 − ε′) lnn′. Hence the algorithm induces
an approximation of MINIMUM DOMINATING SET with performance (1 − ε′) lnn′ which
implies NP ⊂ DTIME(NO(log logN)) in accordance with the result of Feige [2]. 
4. Algorithm for FCLPF on series-parallel graphs
In this section we provide a pseudopolynomial time algorithm which solves FCLPF on
series-parallel graphs exactly. The main idea is to exploit the structure of series-parallel
graphs which enables to apply a dynamic programming scheme.
To this end, we define
OPTG(β,γ )
to be the flow value F(σ ∗) of an optimal solution σ ∗ for FCLPF with budget limit β and
cost limit γ on graph G. We give an algorithm A, called with parameter list
A(G,u, c, d,p,B,C),
which computes the value OPTG(B,C) and the corresponding upgrade strategy and flow.
First we compute a decomposition tree of the series-parallel graph G. Schoenmakers
has shown that in time O(n + m) one can compute such a decomposition tree or give the
information that the graph is not series-parallel [13]. Then, an optimal solution can be
built by traversing the tree bottom-up. Notice that the size of the decomposition tree is in
O(m) ⊆ O(n).
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For a single arc r , the numbers OPTr (β, γ ) for all values 0  β  B and 0  γ  C
can be determined in total running time O(BC): since
y(r) = min
{⌊
β
p(r)
⌋
,
⌊
c(r)− cmin(r)
d(r)
⌋}
,
it follows that
OPTr (β, γ )= x(r) = min
{⌊
γ
c(r)− d(r)y(r)
⌋
, u(r)
}
.
Notice that the above expressions yield finite values even if one of the denominators equals
zero.
If G is the series composition of two subgraphs G1 and G2, then
OPTG(β,γ ) = max
0iβ
0jγ
min
{
OPTG1(i, j),OPTG2(β − i, γ − j)
}
.
If G is the parallel composition of G1 and G2, then
OPTG(β,γ ) = max
0iβ
0jγ
OPTG1(i, j)+ OPTG2(β − i, γ − j).
Assuming that the values OPTGν (i, j) on the subgraphs are already computed for all values
0 i  β and 0 j  γ , the running time for calculating OPTG(β,γ ) is in O(βγ ) in both
cases. Since the decomposition tree of G consists of O(m) nodes, the total running time for
computing number OPTG(B,C) (and simultaneously keeping track of the corresponding
flow and upgrade strategy) is in O(mB2C2).
5. Polynomial time approximation algorithm on series-parallel graphs
In this section we use a scaling technique derived from [7] to achieve a polynomial
time approximation algorithm for FCLPF with performance guarantee (1,1 + δ,1 + ε) for
arbitrary δ, ε > 0.
The running time of the algorithm presented in the previous section is in O(mB2C2)
when called with bounds B and C on the investment budget and total flow cost. Unfor-
tunately, this is only a pseudopolynomial running time. In order to achieve a solution
σ = (x, y) in polynomial time we scale the bounds to polynomial size. To this end it is
also necessary to scale the costs and prices on the arcs by appropriate factors. A marginally
modified version of algorithm A is then called on the scaled instance. The solution σ re-
turned by the algorithm is then passed on as final solution without any further descaling.
The budget and cost value of σ on the original (unscaled) instance exceed the given bounds
by small factors due to the rounding errors arising from the scaling process. In exchange
to this inaccuracy the resulting flow value is at least the optimum flow value.
As an additional preprocessing step, we first set up
xˆ(r) := u(r) and yˆ(r) := c(r)− cmin(r)
d(r)
,
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and c(r) := c(r)xˆ(r)yˆ(r), d(r) := d(r)xˆ(r)yˆ(r), and p(r) := p(r)yˆ(r). As we will see
later, this modification of the scaling technique from [7] helps to make the rounding error
on each arc independent of the size of investment and flow on an arc.
Algorithm A is modified as follows. To compute the value OPTr (β, γ ) for a single arc r ,
it computes
(5.1)y(r) = min
{⌊
βyˆ(r)
p(r)
⌋
, yˆ(r)
}
and hence
(5.2)OPTr (β, γ )= x(r) = min
{⌊
γ xˆ(r)yˆ(r)
c(r)− d(r)y(r)
⌋
, xˆ(r)
}
.
The scaling is performed as follows. (We denote scaled parameters by exponent “S”.)
Given δ, ε > 0, choose ε′ := 3/4 · ε and set
cS(r) =
⌈
c(r)
Cε′
3m
⌉
=
⌈
3mc(r)
Cε′
⌉
, dS(r) =
⌈
d(r)
Cε′
3m
⌉
=
⌈
3md(r)
Cε′
⌉
,
pS(r) =
{
	 3mp(r)
Bδ

 if p(r) B,
(1 + 1
δ
)3myˆ(r)+ 1 otherwise,
BS = ⌊(1 + 1/δ)3m⌋,
(5.3)CS = ⌊(1 + 1/ε′)3m⌋.
The value of pS for the case p > B is chosen to be greater than the scaled budget constraint
BS . This assures that those arcs which could not be upgraded before the scaling (see dis-
cussion of model boundary conditions in the beginning of Section 2) remain so after the
scaling.
Notice that cS, dS > 0, since m,c, d, ε′ > 0. Moreover, pS = 0 ⇔ p = 0, since m,
δ > 0. Algorithm A is then called on the scaled instance, i.e., with parameter list
A(G, xˆ, yˆ, cS, dS,pS,BS,CS).
Substituting (5.3) in the discussion of Section 4 it follows that the running time of the
algorithm is now in O(m5(1 + 1
δ
)2(1 + 43ε )2).
The following lemma shows that the solution exceeds the given bounds on the invest-
ment budget and the flow cost only by small factors.
Lemma 5.1. For any solution σ returned by algorithm A on the scaled instance, we have
B(σ) (1 + δ)B and C(σ) (1 + ε)C.
Proof. We have
B(σ) =
∑
r∈R
y(r)p(r) =
∑
r∈R
y(r)
p(r)
yˆ(r)
(5.3)
 Bδ
3m
∑
r∈R
y(r)
pS(r)
yˆ(r)
 Bδ
3m
BS = Bδ
3m
(
1 + 1
δ
)
3m= (1 + δ)B.
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The last inequation follows from the fact that the algorithm does not violate the given
budget constraint. Analogous argumentation results in
C(σ) =
∑
r∈R
x(r)
c(r)− d(r)y(r)
xˆ(r)yˆ(r)
(5.3)

∑
r∈R
x(r)
Cε′
3m c
S(r)− Cε′3m (dS(r)− 1)y(r)
xˆ(r)yˆ(r)
= Cε
′
3m
∑
r∈R
(
x(r)
cS(r)− dS(r)y(r)
xˆ(r)yˆ(r)
+ x(r)y(r)
xˆ(r)yˆ(r)
)
 Cε
′
3m
(CS +m)
= Cε
′
3m
((
1 + 1
ε′
)
3m+m
)
=
(
1 + 4
3
ε′
)
C = (1 + ε)C.
At this point, we profit from the preprocessing step, since the rounding error per arc,
xy/xˆyˆ  1, is independent of y . 
It remains to show that the overall flow value is at least the flow value of an optimum
solution.
Lemma 5.2. For any solution σ returned by the algorithm A on the scaled instance, we
have F(σ)OPTG(B,C).
Proof. Let σ ∗ = (x∗, y∗) be an optimal solution of the original (unscaled) instance. (No-
tice that FCLPF always has a feasible solution, e.g., (x ≡ 0, y ≡ 0).) We give a distrib-
ution (β0, γ0) of budget and flow cost and show that this distribution allows a solution
σ0 = (x0, y0) on the scaled instance with x0  x∗ and y0  y∗. Hence, F(σ0) F(σ ∗).
Since the algorithm computes all possible distributions of the budget and the flow costs,
it must find a solution with flow value at least F(σ0) which shows the claim. The detailed
proof is of rather technical nature and can be found in Appendix A. 
The following theorem summarizes the results of the current section.
Theorem 5.3 (Approximability of FCLPF). For any δ, ε > 0, there is an approximation
algorithm for FCLPF on series-parallel graphs with performance (1,1 + δ,1 + ε). Its
running time is in O(m5(1 + 1
δ
)2(1 + 43ε )2).
6. Approximation on general graphs
In this section we consider problem FCLPF on general graphs and provide an approx-
imation algorithm for the related problem (flow cost: min, flow value: lower bound, up-
grade investment: upper bound), denoted for short by FCLPC. This problem consists in
minimizing the flow cost with respect to constraints on flow value and upgrade investment.
As noted in the introduction, the approximation results carry over to FCLPF by use of a
binary search technique.
The main idea consists in using a parametric search technique together with compound
costs as, e.g., in [8]. For each arc, Algorithm 2 determines heuristically whether the arc is to
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Input: A graph G = (V ,R), arc functions c, cmin, d, p, u
flow value F , upgrade budget B
accuracy parameters ε1, ε2
1 Let b := 1ε2
∑
r∈R c(r)u(r).
2 Perform a search on the set
M := {(1 + ε1)i |i = 0,1, . . . , 	log1+ε1 b
}
to find the minimum value K ′ ∈ M such that Algorithm 2 does not return COF.
Let y be the upgrade strategy generated by the algorithm in this case.
3 Calculate a minimum cost flow x of flow value F with respect to cost function c − dy
4 return approximate solution σ = (x, y)
Algorithm 1. Approximation algorithm for FCLPC.
be upgraded. This is performed by comparing the initial flow cost and the upgrade potential
weighted by a search parameter K . A new compound cost function hK is calculated to
reflect this upgrade status. One can show that for some appropriate search parameter K ′ a
minimum cost flow with respect to the compound cost function hK ′ can be used to derive
an approximation for the original problem.
We use the following cost function hK to determine values for a suitable upgrade strat-
egy y:
hK(r) = min
y is feasible
(
c(r)− d(r) · y(r)+ K
B
· p(r)
u(r)
· y(r)
)
.
One can observe that for small test parameters K , a minimum cost flow with respect to the
heuristic cost function hK prefers to use those edges which have small upgrade costs p,
while, on the other hand, larger test parameters tend to use edges with low initial costs c.
It is easy to see that in our special case the definition of hK reduces to:
hK(r) =
{
cmin(r)+ KB · c(r)−cmin(r)d(r) · p(r)u(r) , if KB < d(r) · u(r)p(r) ,
c(r), otherwise.
The main procedure is depicted in Algorithm 1 which uses Algorithm 2 as a subrou-
tine. The algorithm is given two accuracy parameters ε1, ε2 which affect the quality of the
produced solution. Algorithm 1 searches interval [1, b] for an appropriate scaling parame-
ter K ′, where b is a bound of the largest flow cost which can arise in the worst case. For
each candidate parameter K Algorithm 1 calls Algorithm 2 to check whether K allows an
approximation.
The following lemma states the fact that there is a scaling parameter where the test
subroutine does not return a COF (certificate of failure). Let B be the bound of the upgrade
cost and F be the bound on the flow value. Then denote by σ ∗ = (x∗, y∗) a feasible solution
of the FCLPC with minimal flow cost OPT := ∑r x∗ · (c − dy∗). Since the solution is
feasible, we have
∑
r py
∗  B . Moreover, x∗ is a flow of value F of minimum cost with
respect to cost function c − dy∗.
Lemma 6.1. Algorithm 2 does not return COF when called with a parameter K  K˜ :=
OPT/ε2.
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TEST PROCEDURE
Input: Same input as for Algorithm 1,
additionally a test parameter K
1 for all r ∈ R do
2 if K
B
< d(r) · u(r)
p(r)
then
3 Let y(r) := c(r)−cmin(r)
d(r)
4 Let hK(r) := cmin(r) + KB · c(r)−cmin(r)d(r) · p(r)u(r)
5 else
6 Let y(r) := 0
7 Let hK(r) := c(r)
8 end if
9 end for
10 Calculate a minimum cost flow x of value F with respect to cost function hK
11 if
∑
r∈R x(r) · hK(r) (1 + ε2)K then
12 return y
13 else
14 return COF.
15 end if
Algorithm 2. Test procedure used in Algorithm 1.
Proof. By definition of hK , we have for each arc r ∈ R
hK(r) = min
y is feasible
(
c(r)− d(r) · y(r)+ K
B
· p(r)
u(r)
· y(r)
)
.
Consider the optimal flow x∗. It causes flow cost on cost function hK of∑
r
x∗(r) · hK(r)
∑
r
x∗(r) · (c(r)− d(r) · y∗(r))+ K
B
·
∑
r
x∗(r)
u(r)
· p(r)y∗(r)
OPT + K
B
·B = OPT +K
 ε2K +K = (1 + ε2) ·K.
Thus x∗ is a feasible flow which makes the test succeed for cost function hK . Since the
algorithm computes a minimum cost flow, its total cost would not exceed the cost of x∗
under hK . Hence the test is successful. 
When performing the search on set M with exponentially increasing test points, from
the lemma before immediately follows that the parameter K ′ found by the algorithm satis-
fies K ′  (1 + ε1)K˜ .
At this point we can argue that the flow cost of the final solution produced by the algo-
rithm is bounded by the cost of an optimal solution. Denote by MCF(η) the cost of a flow
of value F with minimum cost with respect to cost function η. Let K ′ be the smallest suc-
cessful test parameter found by Algorithm 2, let x ′ and y ′ be the corresponding minimum
cost flow and upgrade strategy, respectively. Notice that the flow cost of the final solution
σ (which is computed in step 3 of Algorithm 1) equals MCF(c − dy ′).
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Lemma 6.2. The flow cost C(σ) of the final solution σ is bounded byC(σ) = MCF(c − dy ′)
(
1 + 1
ε2
)
(1 + ε1) · OPT.
Proof. The cost of flow x ′ with respect to hK ′ satisfies∑
r
x ′(r) · hK ′(r) =
∑
r
x ′(r) ·
(
c(r)− d(r)y ′(r)+ K
′
B
· p(r)
u(r)
· y ′(r)
)

∑
r
x ′(r) · (c(r)− d(r)y ′(r))MCF(c − dy ′).
Since x ′ is a minimum cost flow, we have∑
r
x ′(r) · hK ′(r)
∑
r
x∗(r) · hK ′(r).
Following the proof of the lemma before, the costs of flow x∗ with respect to hK ′ are
bounded from above by∑
r
x∗(r) · hK ′(r)OPT +K ′ OPT + K˜(1 + ε1)
 (OPT + K˜)(1 + ε1) = OPT
(
1 + 1
ε2
)
(1 + ε1)
which shows the claim. 
It remains to show that the resulting upgrade strategy does not exceed the given budget
too much. Let umax := maxr u(r) be the maximal capacity specified by the instance. Notice
that we can assume that umax  F .
Lemma 6.3. The investment costs B(σ) of the final solution σ are bounded by
B(σ) =
∑
r
y(r)p(r) (1 + ε2)umaxB.
Proof. The investment costs of flow x ′ with respect to hK ′ satisfy
MCF(hK ′) =
∑
r
x ′(r) ·
(
c(r)− d(r)y ′(r)+ K
′
B
· p(r)
u(r)
· y ′(r)
)
 K
′
B
·
∑
r
x ′(r)
u(r)
· p(r)y ′(r).
On the other hand, since the test was successful for K ′, we have
MCF(hK ′) (1 + ε2)K ′.
Combining these two inequations, the claim follows. 
Summarizing all results of this section, we get the following theorem.
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Theorem 6.4 (Approximation for FCLPC on general graphs). For any constant ε1, ε2 >
0, problem (flow cost: min, flow value: lower bound, upgrade investment: upper bound)
can be approximated with performance ratio ((1 + 1/ε2)(1 + ε1),1, (1 + ε2)umax), where
umax = maxr u(r) is the maximal capacity.
At the end we estimate the running time of the algorithm. Algorithm 1 performs
log1+ε1 b iterations where b = 1ε2
∑
r∈R c(r)u(r). The running time of Algorithm 2 is
dominated by the time TMCF needed for a minimum cost flow computation. Therefore
the overall running time is bounded by O(log1+ε1(
1
ε2
ncmaxumax) · TMCF).
7. Extension to augmentable arc capacities
In this section we extend FCLPF to cover a situation where the invested budget can also
be used to augment the capacities of the arcs. The resulting problem is called flow cost
lowering capacity augmenting problem (FCLCAPF).
An instance of FCLCAPF is given by a directed graph G = (V ,R) with terminals
s, t ∈ V and functions u,umax, c, cmin,pd , d,pa, a :R → N0. The meaning of the para-
meter functions is similar to those given in Definition 2.1. umax specifies an upper bound
beyond which the capacity of an arc cannot be increased. Analogously to the function pair
(pd, d), the function pa specifies the price for augmenting the arc capacity by an amount
of a. Note that the available budget can be split arbitrarily to decrease the flow cost or
increase the capacity.
The goal is to find a solution σ = (x, ya, yd), specifying a feasible flow x and integral
investment strategies ya , yd for increasing capacities and lowering flow costs, respectively,
such that
(1) (investment) B(σ) :=∑r∈R ya(r)pa(r)+ yd(r)pd(r) B ,
(2) (flow cost) C(σ) :=∑r∈R(c(r)− yd(r)d(r))x(r) C,
(3) (flow value) F(σ) := F(x) is maximized.
Notice that the condition on the feasibility of x is changed to x(r) u(r)+ya(r) ·a(r). The
canonical notation of FCLCAPF is (flow value: max, upgrade and augmentation invest-
ment: upper bound, flow cost: upper bound).
It is easy to see that FCLCAPF contains FCLPF as a special case. Therefore all hardness
and non-approximability results immediately carry over to FCLCAPF.
Theorem 7.1 (Approximability of FCLCAPF). For any δ, ε > 0, there is an approximation
algorithm for FCLCAPF on series-parallel graphs with performance (1,1 + δ,1 + ε). Its
running time is in O(m5(1 + 1
δ
)2(1 + 65ε )2).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof given in Section 5. The main difference con-
sists in the behavior of the underlying pseudopolynomial algorithm A. The computation of
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OPTr (β, γ ) for a leaf r of the decomposition tree is modified as follows: withya(r) = min
{⌊
βa
pa(r)
⌋
,
⌊
umax(r)− u(r)
a(r)
⌋}
and
yd(r) = min
{⌊
βd
pd(r)
⌋
,
⌊
c(r)− cmin(r)
d(r)
⌋}
,
we have
OPTr (β, γ )= x(r) = max
βa+βd=β
min
{⌊
γ
c(r)− d(r)yd(r)
⌋
, u(r)+ a(r)ya(r)
}
.
The computations for interior nodes of the decomposition tree are exactly the same as
described above.
After changing the definition of xˆ to
xˆ(r) :=
⌊
umax(r)− u(r)
a(r)
⌋
a(r)+ u(r),
the scaling technique outlined in Section 5 can be applied to FCLCAPF straightforward.
This leads to the stated result. 
8. Conclusions and further remarks
We have given approximation algorithms for FCLPF and FCLCAPF on series-parallel
graphs with performance (1,1 + δ,1 + ε) for arbitrary δ, ε > 0 and running time polyno-
mial both in the input size and in 1/(δε). Analog results follow for the related problems
with interchanged optimization objectives.
It remains a challenging task to develop approximation algorithms providing a similar
accuracy, which are applicable to very large networks, too.
On the other hand, we have shown that (1,1, α(n)) is a lower bound on the approx-
imability of FCLPF and FCLCAPF on series-parallel graphs for any (polynomial time
computable) function α(n). A lower bound of (1, ln(n/2 − 1), β(n)) could be shown to
hold on bipartite graphs, where n denotes the number of nodes in the graph. All results
rely on the common conditions P = NP or NP  DTIME(NO(log logN)), respectively.
8.1. Applications
We now discuss several applications of the flow cost lowering capacity augmentation
model to illustrate the model and some additional aspects.
Food transportation First consider the standard FCLCAPF model. This model is moti-
vated, e.g., in the case of a transportation company specialized on perishable food. Imagine
a transportation network consisting of several nodes and arcs. Nodes represent cities which
are connected by transportation links represented by arcs. Cost on the arcs reflect the costs
needed for transporting the load. Upgrading the capacity, i.e., using larger transportation
containers, involves even the use of larger cooling aggregates such that the transportation
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costs per unit of food are not affected. On the other hand, by investing in the infrastructure
one can lower the unit costs without affecting capacities.
New and old technology In realistic applications often problems arise where upgrading
of an arc is not performed continuously but in one single step. This can be true for arc
capacities as well as for arc flow costs. In our model, these cases are handled by restricting
ya or yd to take on values only from {0,1} by setting umax and cmin appropriately. Therefore
the approximation results also carry over to those 0/1-cases.
Assume that a ramifying production process is described by a network flow. Each arc
corresponds to a machine performing a single step of the production process. Naturally,
every machine has a certain capacity and induces some costs for every passing workpiece.
We might think of a scenario, where new machines begin to dominate the market due
to a new technology. A new machine has high purchase cost, while inducing low costs
per workpiece and having a high capacity. An old machine, on the other hand, can be
modernized once to lower the cost per workpiece, but can not achieve the low cost of
a new one. As a second drawback, the old machines cannot increase the capacity of the
process, since they are no longer available on the market.
We are now interested in an optimal migration strategy, that maximizes the throughput
of the process. That is, we want to know, which machine has to be substituted, which old
machine should be modernized, or is it even reasonable to use a new one and an old one
side by side.
The situation can be easily modeled by a 0/1-case of the FCLCAPF. For every arc
representing an old machine we insert a new parallel arc representing a new machine. On
the old arcs we set:
a = 1,
pa = B + 1,
umax = u+ 1,
cmin = c − d.
On the new arcs the settings are:
d = 1,
pd = B + 1,
cmin = c − 1.
The remaining values are set according to the concrete instance.
Coordinating improvement The FCLCAPF uses an unique budget for upgrading costs
and capacities. There are usecases, which could be modeled more accurately by splitting
up the unique budget into disjoint budgets for cost reduction and capacity augmentation,
respectively.
Imagine a flow graph representing the trolley lines of a city. Sometimes the tracks are
financed by public funds, while the trolley cars are operated by a private company. In this
case the city council is responsible for any modernization of the tracks, which might lower
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the transportation costs. The private company, on the other hand, increases the capacity
by buying additional trolley cars. If both parties are planning to improve the network per-
formance, we can expect them to insist in disjoint budgets. Therefore the FCLCAPF with
disjoint budgets would be perfectly suited to coordinate the improvement tasks.
It can be easily shown that the unique budget can be split up by transforming the 3-
criteria problem in a 4-criteria problem, which has the canonical form:
(flow value: max, upgrade investment: upper bound,
augmentation investment: upper bound, flow cost: upper bound).
Again the methods shown in Section 5 can be used to obtain an approximation algorithm
on series-parallel graphs. Time and space complexities increase, but both still remain poly-
nomial.
Appendix A
Proof of Lemma 5.2. For shorter notation we omit parameter r , i.e., we write f instead
of f (r) for all functions f where there are no ambiguities. Assume
β0 :=
⌈
pS
yˆ
y∗
⌉
for each arc r ∈ R. To show that y0  y∗ we discuss both cases of (5.1). If βyˆ/p yˆ,
then
y0 =
⌊
β0yˆ
pS
⌋
=
⌊	pS
yˆ
y∗

pS
yˆ
⌋

⌊ pS
yˆ
y∗
pS
yˆ
⌋
= y∗.
Otherwise, y0 = yˆ  y∗. Hence, y0  y∗ in both cases.
Assume
γ0 :=
⌈
x∗(cS − dSy∗)
xˆyˆ
⌉
for each r ∈ R. Analogously, we examine (5.2) to show that x0  x∗. If x0 = xˆ, then the
claim is true since xˆ  x∗. Otherwise,
x0 =
⌊
γ0xˆyˆ
cS − dSy0
⌋
=
⌊	 x∗(cS−dSy∗)
xˆyˆ

xˆyˆ
cS − dSy0
⌋
y0y∗

⌊ x∗(cS−dSy∗)
xˆyˆ
xˆyˆ
cS − dSy∗
⌋
= x∗.
Hence, x0  x∗ holds in both cases. Since the source s has no incoming arcs, this implies
F(σ0) F(σ ∗) = OPTG(B,C).
It remains to show that σ0 is a feasible solution on the scaled instance.
B(σ0) =
∑
r∈R
β0 =
∑
r∈R
β0 =0
β0 =
∑
r∈R
β0 =0
⌈
pS
yˆ
y∗
⌉
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∑( 3mp + 1 ) ∑(3mpy∗ y∗ )
r∈R
β0 =0
Bδ
yˆ
y∗ + 1 =
r∈R
β0 =0
Bδyˆ
+
yˆ
+ 1
 3m
δ
(∑
r∈R
β0 =0
py∗
Byˆ
)
+ 2m 3m
δ
+ 2m

⌊
3m
δ
+ 3m
⌋
=
⌊(
1 + 1
δ
)
3m
⌋
= BS.
On the other hand,
C(σ0) =
∑
r∈R
γ0 =
∑
r∈R
⌈
x∗cS − dSx∗y∗
xˆyˆ
⌉

∑
r∈R
(
(
3mc
Cε′ + 1)x∗
xˆyˆ
−
3mc
Cε′ x
∗y∗
xˆyˆ
+ 1
)
=
∑
r∈R
(
3mcx∗
Cε′xˆyˆ
+ x
∗
xˆyˆ
− 3mdx
∗y∗
Cε′xˆyˆ
+ 1
)
 3m
ε′
(∑
r∈R
cx∗ − dx∗y∗
Cxˆyˆ
)
+ 2m
= 3m
ε′
+ 2m
⌊
3m
ε′
+ 3m
⌋
=
⌊(
1 + 1
ε′
)
3m
⌋
= CS.
This shows the claim. 
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